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ABSTRACT
The presence of large amounts of dust in the habitable zones of nearby stars is a significant obstacle for future
exo-Earth imaging missions. We executed the HOSTS (Hunt for Observable Signatures of Terrestrial Systems)
survey to determine the typical amount of such exozodiacal dust around a sample of nearby main sequence stars.
The majority of the data have been analyzed and we present here an update of our ongoing work. Nulling
interferometry in N band was used to suppress the bright stellar light and to detect faint, extended circumstellar
dust emission. We present an overview of the latest results from our ongoing work. We find seven new N band
excesses in addition to the high confidence confirmation of three that were previously known. We find the first
detections around Sun-like stars and around stars without previously known circumstellar dust. Our overall
detection rate is 23%. The inferred occurrence rate is comparable for early type and Sun-like stars, but decreases
from 71+11−20% for stars with previously detected mid- to far-infrared excess to 11
+9
−4% for stars without such excess,
confirming earlier results at high confidence. For completed observations on individual stars, our sensitivity is five
to ten times better than previous results. Assuming a lognormal luminosity function of the dust, we find upper
limits on the median dust level around all stars without previously known mid to far infrared excess of 11.5 zodis
at 95% confidence level. The corresponding upper limit for Sun-like stars is 16 zodis. An LBTI vetted target list
of Sun-like stars for exo-Earth imaging would have a corresponding limit of 7.5 zodis. We provide important new
insights into the occurrence rate and typical levels of habitable zone dust around main sequence stars. Exploiting
the full range of capabilities of the LBTI provides a critical opportunity for the detailed characterization of a
sample of exozodiacal dust disks to understand the origin, distribution, and properties of the dust.
Keywords: Exo-zodiacal dust, Interferometry, High contrast imaging, Habitable zone, Exo-Earth imaging,
Mid-infrared
1. INTRODUCTION
The presence of warm and hot dust in nearby planetary systems both provides important opportunities to study
their architecture and dynamics and impairs our ability to directly image and characterize Earth-like planets.
At temperatures between a few 100 K to ∼2000 K, such exozodiacal dust clouds (exozodis for short) are located
near the habitable zones (HZs, [1, 2, 3]) of their host stars and closer in [4, 5, 6, 7].
The dust may form from comet evaporation [8], local asteroid collisions (for young systems and at relatively
large separations from the star, [9]), and collisions of large bodies further out in the system from where it migrates
closer to the star due to Poynting-Robertson and stellar wind drag [10, 11]. It gravitationally interacts with any
planets in the system in addition to the star and is ground to (sub-)micron sizes through mutual collisions of
dust grains, after which the stellar radiation and wind pressure cause the grains to be expelled from the system.
The dust distribution may trace the location of the dust producing planetesimals or in case of cometary origin
the magnitude of the cometary activity. Structures in the dust distribution such as gaps and resonant clumps
can reveal the presence and parameters of planets [12, 13].
At the same time, bright dust clouds constitute the main source of confusion and noise for future exo-
Earth imaging missions. The mere presence of dust emission (scattered light or thermal emission may dominate
depending on the wavelength of observation) would add photon noise to the observations, even if the emission itself
could be perfectly removed. Moreover, dust clumps due to resonant trapping by a planet can be misinterpreted
as actual planets due to the limited angular resolution and signal-to-noise ratio of the observations. Thus,
the expected amount of dust present around the target stars determines the design of any mission to detect
exo-Earths, such as the required angular resolution and size of the primary mirror (e.g., [14, 15, 16]).
We have conducted the NASA funded HOSTS survey (Hunt for Observable Signatures of Terrestrial Systems)
to search for habitable zone dust around a sample of nearby stars and to measure their dust levels. We observed
in N band, where the flux ratio between warm (∼300 K) dust and the star is most favorable while the atmosphere
is still sufficiently transparent. The goal was to detect HZ dust levels only a few times more massive than the
Solar system level, corresponding to an N band excess emission of the order of 10−5. We thus used nulling
interferometry at the Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer (LBTI, [17]) in order to spatially disentangle the
dust emission from that of the star and to suppress the bright star light.
Figure 1. Illustration of the data obtained by nulling interferometry at the LBTI. Model observations are shown for two
example stars (top row : 1 L, bottom row : 10 L) at a distance of 10 pc. The panels show from left to right : A model
image of a face-on disk, the LBTI transmission pattern, the transmission pattern applied to the model image, and the final
simulated observation after convolving with the single aperture PSF. The disk models with and without the transmission
pattern applied are shown in logarithmic scale, the other images are shown in linear scale. The dashed circle marks the
size of the HZ (distance from the star receiving the same flux density as Earth from the Sun). The three solid circles
mark three different photometric apertures used for the HOSTS survey. Simulations are shown, because this is typically
not visible in real data due to various noise terms that can only be removed by a statistical analysis.
The survey observations have now been completed, but a fraction of the newest observations are still being
analyzed. We discuss the latest results of our ongoing work and future prospects for the characterization of
exozodiacal dust with the LBTI.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
A detailed description of our observations and data reduction can be found in [3]. We present here only a brief
summary.
Target stars have been selected for observations in real time from the full HOSTS target list presented by [18].
Our target stars are bright, nearby main sequence stars (Fν > 1 Jy in N band) without known close (< 1.5
′′)
binary companions. Spectral types range from A0 to K8. A list of observed stars with basic, relevant properties
is given in Table 1. Calibrators were selected following [2] using the catalogs of [19] and [20], supplemented by
stars from the JSDC catalog and the SearchCal tool (both [21]) where necessary.
The HOSTS survey was carried out with the LBTI on the Large Binocular Telescope (LBT) on Mt. Graham,
Arizona. The wavefronts from the two 8.4 m apertures – separated by 14.4 m center to center – are stabilized
using adaptive secondary mirrors. They are then brought to destructive interference in the LBTI and imaged on
the Nulling Optimized Mid-Infrared Camera (NOMIC, [38]). Tip-tilt and optical path delay (OPD) tracking are
performed using PhaseCam, a closed loop fringe tracker [39]. The adaptive optics system operates in the R to
I band range, PhaseCam in the K band, and nulling data are recorded in the N band. The interferometric inner
working angle is 70 mas. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. A nodding sequence is performed for sky subtraction and
photometric observations of each star are obtained for relative flux calibration. Science observations (SCI) are
paired with identical calibrator observations (CAL) to determine the nulling interferometric transfer function
(TF) of the instrument.
Table 1. Observed stars included in this work.
HD Name # SCI a Sp. Type V K N ′ d EEID fIR/nIR Excess
number (mag) (mag) (Jy) (pc) (mas) excess references
Sensitivity driven sample:
33111 β Eri 2 A3 IV 2.782 2.38 3.7 27.4 248 N/N [6, 22, 23]
*38678 ζ Lep 1 A2 IV–V 3.536 3.31 2.1 21.6 176 Y/N [6, 22]
*81937 23 UMa 5 F0 IV 3.644 2.73 2.6 23.8 168 N/– [24]
95418 βUMa 4 A1 IV 2.341 2.38 4.2 24.5 316 Y/N [5, 25]
97603 δ Leo 4 A5 IV 2.549 2.26 3.9 17.9 278 N/N [5, 22, 23]
103287 γUMa 4 A0 V 2.418 2.43 3.7 25.5 308 N/– [22, 23, 25]
106591 δUMa 4 A2 V 3.295 3.10 2.0 24.7 199 N/N [5, 22, 23]
108767 δCrv 2 A0 IV 2.953 3.05 2.3 26.6 251 N/Y [6, 22, 23]
128167 σBoo 3 F4 V 4.467 3.47 1.4 15.8 117 Y/N [5, 22]
129502 µVir 3 F2 V 3.865 2.89 2.6 18.3 151 N/N [22, 23]
*172167 αLyr 4 A0V 0.074 0.01 38.6 7.68 916 Y/Y [4, 25]
187642 αAql 2 A7 V 0.866 0.22 21.6 5.13 570 N/Y [5, 22, 23, 26]
203280 αCep 1 A8 V 2.456 1.85 7.0 15.0 294 N/Y [5, 22, 23, 26]
Sun like stars sample:
*9826 µAnd 2 F9 V 4.093 2.85 2.4 13.5 136 N/N [5, 24, 27]
10476 107 Psc 3 K1 V 5.235 3.29 2.0 7.53 90 N/N [5, 22, 28, 29]
*10700 τ Cet 2 G8 V 3.489 1.68 5.4 3.65 182 Y/Y [5, 30]
16160 GJ 105 A 1 K3 V 5.815 3.45 1.5 7.18 73 N/– [22, 28, 29]
*22049 Eri 4 K2 V 3.721 1.66 7.4 3.22 172 Y/N [5, 31]
*30652 1 Ori 4 F6 V 3.183 2.08 4.8 8.07 205 N/N [5, 22, 28, 29]
34411 λAur 2 G1 V 4.684 3.27 1.8 12.6 105 N/– [29, 32]
48737 ξGem 3 F5 IV-V 3.336 2.13 4.3 18.0 196 –/N [5]
*78154 13 UMa 3 F7 V 4.809 3.53 1.2 20.4 99 N/– [22]
88230 GJ 380 2 K8 V 6.598 3.21 1.9 4.87 65 N/– [27]
89449 40 Leo 2 F6 IV-V 4.777 3.65 1.1 21.4 98 N/– [22, 24]
*102870 βVir 4 F9 V 3.589 2.32 4.3 10.9 173 N/N [5, 29]
*120136 τ Boo 4 F6 IV 4.480 3.36 1.7 15.6 114 N/N [6, 29, 32]
126660 θBoo 3 F7 V 4.040 2.81 3.1 14.5 147 N/– [22, 28, 29]
141004 λ Ser 2 G0 IV-V 4.413 2.98 2.4 12.1 121 N/N [5, 22, 28, 33]
142373 χHer 3 G0 V 4.605 3.12 2.0 15.9 111 N/N [5, 22, 24, 28]
142860 γ Ser 4 F6 IV 3.828 2.63 2.9 11.3 151 N/N [5, 22, 28, 32]
*173667 110 Her 5 F6 V 4.202 3.03 2.2 19.2 131 Y/Y [5, 27]
185144 σDra 2 G9 V 4.664 2.83 2.7 5.76 113 N/N [5, 29, 32]
215648 ξ Peg A 3 F6 V 4.203 2.90 2.2 16.3 132 N/N [22, 24, 28]
*222368 ιPsc 2 F7 V 4.126 2.83 2.4 13.7 137 N/– [22, 24, 28]
Commissioning targets:
102647 β Leo 2 A3 V 2.121 1.92 6.9 11.0 336 Y/Y [5, 25]
109085 ηCrv 3 F2 V 4.302 3.54 1.8 18.3 125 Y/N [5, 34]
The full list of stars observed by the HOSTS survey and all null measurements and derived zodi levels will be
published in a dedicated paper (Ertel et al., in prep.). Stars with new observations since [3] are marked with an
asterisk. EEID is the Earth Equivalent Insolation Distance, the distance at which a body receives the same flux
density from its host star as Earth from the Sun. Magnitudes are given in the Vega system.
a Number of calibrated science pointings obtained. References are: Spectral type: SIMBAD; V magnitude:
[35]; K magnitude: [36] and the Lausanne photometric data base (http://obswww.unige.ch/gcpd/gcpd.html);
N band flux and EEID: [18]; Distance: [37]
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Figure 2. Distribution of excess significance Nas/σN (left) and uncertainties σN (right). The two vertical, dashed lines
in the excess significance distribution plots mark the ±3σ boundaries based on our uncertainty estimates. The standard
deviation of the distribution is computed from non-detections only (−3 < Nas/σN < 3). The dotted line represents a
Gaussian with a standard deviation of one (Normal distribution) scaled to the peak of the histogram and is used only to
guide the eye.
After a basic reduction of each frame (nod subtraction, bad pixel correction), photometry is performed on
each single frame. The raw null depth and its uncertainty are determined using the null self calibration (NSC,
[40, 41, 42, 43]). Null measurements are converted to dust levels using a power-law radial dust distribution model
analogous to the Solar system’s zodiacal dust [44, 45]. The vertical optical depth of the dust at a separation of
1 AU from the Sun of 7.12× 10−8 defines our unit of 1 zodi.
The beam combination in the N band is achieved in the pupil plane before the light is re-imaged in the focal
plane. A consequence is that the light from a point source has the same phase over the entire detector, but
the phase is different at different sky angles. This results in a spatial filtering in form of a transmission pattern
(stripes of high and low transmission vertical to the baseline orientation) being applied to the flux distribution
on sky (Fig. 1).
3. RESULTS
3.1 Excess significance and detection threshold
Fig. 2 shows the distributions of the excess significance Nas/σN and of the uncertainties. The distributions are
in general well behaved with Nas/σN following a Normal distribution for −3 < Nas/σN < 3 with the addition
of several detections at Nas/σN > 3. We apply a 3σ threshold to identify significant excesses. We find ten
significant excess detections.
3.2 Updates on specific targets
Seven of our ten detections have already been discussed in detail by [3]. Among those, no new data are included
in this work for β Leo, ηCrv, βUMa, δUMa, and θBoo. New data have been taken and the results are included
here for Eri and 110 Her. Both detections were originally only achieved with a very large aperture size and
at relatively low significance. They thus required follow-up observations. For Eri we confirm our detection
with new, high accuracy data and measure a zodi level of 368±68 zodis. A detection is also achieved in a
smaller aperture (reduced background and read noise). The detection around 110 Her is also confirmed with
a new measurement of 343±57 zodis. This detection is, however, still only achieved in a large aperture, with
strong limits for smaller apertures, suggesting that the dust may be concentrated at a relatively large separation
from the star. As discussed already by [3] the low significance detection of far-infrared excess around this star
is controversial, so that it is not clear whether to include it in the group of stars with or without previously
detected cold dust.
Figure 3. A HOSTS observing sequence (CAL–SCI–SCI–CAL) on Vega showing the faint (4.5σ excess). The blue points
are calibrator observations, the red points are science observations. Measurements from each single nod are displayed.
The small vertical offset between science and calibrator measurements is the null excess. The first calibrator shown is
an unrelated observation of a star at a different sky location. The data illustrate the high instrument stability both over
time and over pointing direction.
In the new data obtained since summer 2017 (not included in [3]), we find three new detections: The Sun-like
star 13 UMa shows a very strong excess of 550±66 zodis. After δUMa and θBoo, this is the third star in our
survey without previously known cold excess, but with an LBTI detection (potentially the fourth one when
including 110 Her, see above). This further supports our conclusion in [3] that focussing on stars without known
cold dust for exo-Earth imaging does not guarantee a low HZ dust level. We further confirm the detection of HZ
dust around ζ Lep by [2] and measure a zodi level of 739±46 zodis.
Most interesting is the fact that new data obtained show a detection of 38±8 zodis around Vega. Our new
observations achieved a better sensitivity and the detection is consistent with the previous upper limit presented
in [3]. The excess is the strongest in a large aperture and not detected in a very small one, which means we are
not seeing the hot dust in this system previously reported by [4], but rather dust further out, near the HZ. An
observing sequence on Vega is shown in Fig. 3.
Finally, our upper limit on τ Cet of 74 zodis (3σ) is noteworthy. This star hosts a known debris disk (e.g.,
[46]), hot dust [5], and four claimed super-Earth mass planets (τ Cet e, f, g, h, [47]) with τ Cet f being in the
HZ, but also at sufficient angular separation that it might be detectable with a coronagraph on WFIRST. Our
upper limit shows that despite the high dust content in the system at large and very small separations, the HZ
is relatively dust poor.
3.3 Statistical results
In this section, we provide an update of the statistical analysis from [3] considering our additional data.
We divide our sample into early type stars and Sun-like stars, and into stars with previously known cold dust
(‘dusty stars’) and without (‘clean stars’). As in [3] we exclude ηCrv and β Leo from the statistical analysis
as biased targets. Detection rates for these subsamples are listed in Table 2 and shown in Fig. 4. The results
of Fisher’s exact test to check if differences in the detection rates are significant are shown in Table 3. We can
rule out with high confidence (probability 0.3%) that the occurrence rate of HZ dust is the same among clean
and dusty stars. Note that this result is affected by small number statistics of detections often at the boarder of
significance, both in our mid-infrared nulling data and in the far-infrared. For example, moving 110 Her into the
category of stars without a significant cold dust detection, this result moves to a considerably lower significance
probability changes to 0.017. The probability for having the same occurrence rate for stars with and without
known cold dust among Sun-like stars only is nominally 0.08, and becomes 0.32 when considering 110 Her as a
star without cold dust. We can thus not claim a significant correlation between cold and warm dust for Sun-like
stars and the correlation for all stars needs to be treated with care. The occurrence rates for Sun-like and
Figure 4. Occurrence rates of exozodiacal dust inferred from the observations considered in this work for early-type stars,
Sun-like stars, stars with previously known cold dust, and stars without detected cold dust.
Table 2. Subsamples, excess detections, and occurrence rates
Cold dust Clean All
Early 3 of 4 1 of 9 4 of 13
type 75+10−27% 11
+18
−4 % 31
+15
−9 %
Sun- 2 of 3 2 of 18 4 of 21
like 67+15−28% 11
+12
−4 % 19
+11
−6 %
All 5 of 7 3 of 27 8 of 34
71+11−20% 11
+9
−4% 23
+9
−6%
Table 3. Probability that two samples are drawn from the same distribution
Samples 1 Sample 2 Probability
All early type All Sun-like 0.24
All dusty All clean 0.003
Clean early type Dusty early type 0.05
Clean Sun-like Dusty Sun-like 0.08
Clean early type Clean Sun-like 0.47
Dusty early type Dusty Sun-like 0.57
early-type stars are the same within the binomial uncertainties. This is surprising given the typically ∼4 times
lower sensitivity to HZ dust surface density around Sun-like compared to early-type stars [18, 45]).
Next, we repeat the statistical analysis presented by [3] to determine the typical HZ dust levels around our
target stars, including the newest data available. We fit a lognormal exozodi luminosity function with parameters
µ and ς to our measurements using a maximum likelihood estimate and performing a Bayesian analysis. We
apply a 1/m prior, equivalent to assuming a flat prior in µ, marginalize the likelihood distribution over ς, and
compute the posterior cumulative probability distribution function (CPDF) of m = exp (µ). For Sun-like stars
without previously detected cold dust, we currently find a 95% confidence upper limit on the median zodi level
of 16 zodis. These stars are the highest priority targets for future exo-Earth imaging missions.
4. FUTURE PROSPECTS
4.1 Extending HOSTS and target vetting for future exo-Earth imaging
This summer 2018, the LBTI will undergo an adaptive optics upgrade designed to improve its wavefront stability
and performance at low target elevation. In addition, we are improving our application of the NSC to improve
background subtraction (currently a dominant source of uncertainty) with minimal change to the data acquisition
Figure 5. Simulation of observed null leak vs. hour angle of observation for two disks with different position angles and
inclinations. The disk model, the transmission pattern, and the transmitted signal are shown for three representative cases.
Over plotted on the i = 70 deg curve is a planned observing sequence and uncertainties for the proposed observations.
The high cadence, gray bars show the single nods and relative errors (relevant to detect variations over HA), while the
black points and uncertainties show the measurement when combining 6 nods including absolute calibrations (relevant
when combining observations from different nights). The large gaps are due to calibrator observations. Our detection
around βUMa is used as a template.
strategy. With the improved instrument performance and sensitivity, new survey observations will provide even
stronger statistical results.
Furthermore, our detections around θBoo and 13 UMa (both Sun-like stars without known cold dust) show
that selecting such stars for exo-Earth imaging does not guarantee low HZ dust levels. One option to improve
over this selection strategy is to perform target vetting with the LBTI and a suitable future instrument in the
South [48, 49]. To illustrate the improvement possible with such a strategy, we produce from our sample of
Sun-like stars without cold dust an LBTI vetted sample by excluding the HOSTS detections. For such a sample
we find an upper limit on the median zodi level of 7.5 zodis, an improvement by a factor of two. This translates
in a 20% increase in yield for an exo-Earth imaging mission of a given size [14].
4.2 Characterization of detected systems using nulling interferometry
The performance of LBTI for the HOSTS survey has reached a level that makes nulling infrared interferometry
a powerful tool to study warm dust systems around nearby main sequence stars. With a detection rate of the
HOSTS survey of ∼25% and a sensitivity of only a few zodis for our most favorable stars, we can now study
systems with typical HZ dust levels for the first time. Our high signal-to-noise detections allow for detailed
follow-up observations.
The alt-azimuth mount of the LBTI allows us to measure the excess at different position angles of the single
interferometric baseline projected on sky when observing at different hour angles. A different disk size along
different position angles (an inclined disk) or disk structure cause variation of the null excess with baseline
orientation. This allows us to measure the inclination and position angle of the disk, and to search for structures
due to planet-disk interaction. The latter will rotate with the orbital period of the responsible planet, which is
of the order of a few years for planets close to the HZ. Thus, monitoring over a few years can be used to to better
distinguish between different scenarios for the hour angle variation and to constrain the orbit of the responsible
planet. In addition, observations at different wavelengths across the N band provide different spatial filtering
by the transmission pattern, thus further constraining the geometry of the emission. Multi-wavelength data also
allow us to constrain the spectral shape of the excess emission.
These information allow us to address the most pressing questions on exozodiacal dust after the HOSTS
survey. Determining the geometry and radial dust distribution is critical for an accurate determination of the
zodi level from our nulling data. Information on the radial dust distribution for a range of systems with different
zodi levels and stellar spectral types will also allow us to make better estimates of the probable levels of exozodi
in systems where it has not been detected. This will allow us to derive more reliable upper limits and thus more
reliable statistics from the HOSTS survey. The radial slope of the dust distribution can inform us about the dust
origin: Poynting-Robertson drag from an outer disk would result in a flat or inwardly decreasing surface density
distribution [10], while a cometary origin would produce an inwardly increasing one [50, 51]. The detection of
potential disk structures and radial discontinuities of the surface density distribution allows us to put constraints
on the responsible planets (orbit, mass, [12, 13], Bonsor et al., in prep.). This provides present-day insight into
the architecture and dynamics of nearby planetary systems in and near their HZs. Information on the spectral
slope of the dust emission allows us to constrain the dust grain size [52] and thus its origin (Poynting-Robertson
drag, local collisional production, or cometary origin). Moreover, a better understanding of the dust grain size
allows us to better predict its scattered light brightness [53]. This is critical to better understand the implications
of our HOSTS results (obtained in the mid-infrared) for exo-Earth imaging (to be achieved in the visible).
We demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed observations using simulations of the expected signal for
several scenarios, using our detection around βUMa as a template. Fig. 5 shows the null excess vs. hour angle of
observations for two disks at different inclinations and position angles. It can be seen that the null excess varies
by ∼20% and ∼35% for the two examples due to the disk inclination. Fig. 6 shows the structure produced by
a 20 M⊕ planet at 1 AU from a Sun-like star in dust spiraling inward from an asteroid belt at 2.25 AU due to
Poynting-Robertson drag [13] and the expected null variation vs. position angle of LBTI’s transmission pattern.
Again, a variation of ∼20% can be expected. LBTI’s current accuracy to null excess is ∼ 6 × 10−4 (1σ) for a
calibrated observing sequence. Thus, the expected signals can be detected with two observations in the extrema
of the null variation if the mean excess is ∼1%. They should thus be well detectable in our systems with the
strongest excesses (β Leo, βUMa, ηCrv, ζ Lep, 13 UMa). In addition, strong structures on top of the measured
excesses may be visible for our other detections including Eri and Vega. Because the hour angles of the extrema
of the null excess are unknown a priori, observations need to be carried out at a range of hour angles. This will
naturally produce more data than observations in the extrema only and thus yield a higher sensitivity to the
observed features. A realistic observing cadence and hour angle coverage of observations optimized to detect
variations of the null excess with hour angle is shown in Fig. 5.
Simulations at two wavelengths (e.g., 7.9µm and 11.9µm, filter width ∼10%) of a face-on disk with two
different surface density slopes (flat and outward decreasing with 1/r) are shown in Fig. 7. From these data
one can measure the null excess with different photometric aperture sizes to reconstruct its angular size which
is at least marginally resolved by the single aperture PSF. Moreover, one can measure the null excess ratio
between two wavelengths, which is N11.9/N7.9 = 1.4 and N11.9/N7.9 = 0.9 for the flat and 1/r surface density
cases, respectively. This difference is also detectable for null excesses around 1% with single observations in each
wavelength, and for lower excesses if more data are obtained.
Detailed model fitting, combining the wealth of data provided by the observations described above can also
break degeneracies in single data sets [45, 52, 53, 54]. Such degeneracies are for example present between disk
inclination and structure as a source of hour angle variation of the measured excess or between dust grain size
and radial distribution in the wavelength dependence of the measured null excesses. However, the first can be
broken when measuring the variation at two wavelengths (the inclination effect is related to the inner working
angle, the effect of a clump typically not). The latter can be broken by measuring the radial distribution also
with different photometric aperture sizes.
Figure 6. Simulation of observed null leak vs. hour angle (right) for an observation of a disk with resonant structures
due to planet-disk-interaction (left, [13]). The dust surface density is shown in the left image, where red corresponds to
high and blue to low surface density. Simulations have been performed for a 20 M⊕ planet at a separation of 1 au from a
Sun-like star (distance 10 pc).
Figure 7. Transmission of disk flux at 7.9µm (top row) and 11.9µm (bottom row) for two disk models with different radial
surface density (left three columns: flat, right three: 1/r). The disk model image (in logarithmic scale), transmission
pattern, and transmitted flux are shown. All disk model images are shown in the same color scale. Transmitted flux is
shown in the same color scale for the same wavelength but the peak brightness is twice as high at 7.9µm than at 11.9µm.
The flux ratio of the null excess at 11.9µm and 7.9µm is N11.9/N7.9 = 1.4 for the flat surface density and N11.9/N7.9 = 0.9
for the 1/r case. The white circles illustrate the FWHM of the single telescope PSF. It can be seen that the transmitted
flux is resolved. Our detection of βUMa is used as a template.
4.3 Characterization of detected systems using Fizeau spectro-interferometry
Another possibility the LBTI offers for the characterization of exozodiacal dust is spectro-interferometry in the
K to N band in constructive Fizeau mode. The LBTI is currently the only interferometer operating in this
wavelength range and using a fringe tracker. Thus, it should in principle be possible to obtain spectrally resolved
data with an accuracy sufficient to detect excesses at the ∼1% level. Such data could for example be used to
study the connection between HZ dust and hot dust closer in by tracing the warm dust emission toward shorter
wavelengths of the hot emission toward longer wavelengths. It should also be possible to detect the 3µm and
10µm silicate features of the dust to further study its composition. A description of LBTI’s Fizeau mode and
our efforts in implementing routine, accurate, and efficient observations is presented by [55].
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have conducted the most sensitive survey for HZ dust around nearby stars. We put strong constraints on the
typical HZ dust levels and show that these are low enough for stars without known cold dust to allow exo-Earth
imaging. However, our detections around these stars demonstrate that such a target selection strategy does not
guarantee low HZ dust levels for all stars. This limits our constraint on the median dust level to 16 zodis, while
for a sample of LBTI vetted stars the median level would be by a factor of two better. This transforms into a
20% increase of the yield of an exo-Earth imaging mission of a given size. We have also outlined the science case
for a future characterization of the HOSTS detected exozodis with the LBTI and demonstrated the feasibility
of the proposed observations through modeling of the expected signals. These observations represent a critical
next step in the understanding of the origin and properties of exozodiacal dust and provide present-day insights
into the architecture and dynamics of nearby planetary systems near their HZs.
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